
FUEL PUMPS 
THE CRITICAL LINK

In-tank fuel pumps are also more environmentally friendly. They 
reduce emissions because there are fewer connection points out-
side the tank. They help the engine to run at peak efficiency.

When you think about it, here is a very essential component that 
is submerged in gasoline, diesel fuel, fuel additives, and some-
times water for years and years and yet expected to function for 
the life of the vehicle. Metal fuel tanks can also rust on the inside 
and that rust can clog a lifetime fuel pump. All this adds up to 
a tall order, but it’s also a testament to how robust modern fuel 
pump designs are. The in-tank design does offer a few advan-

tages. For example, it helps keep the pump cleaner than if it was 
outside the tank. It also helps keep it from overheating, however, 
running the vehicle with low fuel levels for extended periods of 
time can cause the fuel pump to overheat and fail prematurely. In 

Metal fuel tanks can also rust on the inside and that rust can clog 
a lifetime fuel pump. All this adds up to a tall order, but it’s also a  
testament to how robust modern fuel pump designs are. 

Most people never give a second thought to the fuel 
pump in their daily driver vehicle until it doesn’t work, 
or for enthusiasts and racers until it doesn’t meet the 

needs of their high performance engine. Modern fuel pumps are 
very reliable and seldom fail, but if they do, you are going no-
where. Your vehicle will not run without it. If they don’t meet the 
needs of a high performance engine, you lose performance. 

The role of a fuel pump is to deliver a steady supply of fuel (gaso-
line or diesel) to the engine under sufficient pressure to allow the 
engine to operate properly. This is even more important in modern 
computer-controlled fuel-injected engines that often require more 
fuel pressure to the engine than carbureted engines did. High per-
formance engines can require increased flow and/or pressure to 
operate. Early fuel pumps were primarily engine-driven mechani-
cal pumps, however almost all modern fuel pumps (lift or transfer 
pumps on diesels) are electric pumps. Many of them can adjust 
fuel flow on demand. 

Today’s fuel pumps are typically mounted inside the fuel tank,  
although some diesels have them near the engine. When you 
consider that the fuel tank is normally in the rear of the vehi-
cle and the engine is usually in the front, the fuel pump has its 
work cut out for it. The fuel tank is mounted lower in the vehicle  
than the engine so it is always pumping against gravity and  
acceleration forces. 
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addition, by being located in the fuel tank the fuel pump is pushing fuel rather 
than drawing it from the fuel tank.  

You may never need to replace a fuel pump since they often last the life of the 
vehicle.  But if you do, it is wise to do so with one that is of equal or better quality 
than the factory pump, since the fuel tank normally must be removed from the 
vehicle to replace it. It’s typically a job that you only want to do once. 

In addition to being replaced when they fail, many performance enthusiasts and 
racers replace their factory fuel pump with a high performance unit. High-per-
formance units deliver increased flow and, if needed, also increased pressure to 
meet the demands of higher horsepower engines. Inadequate fuel supply can not 
only limit the maximum performance of the engine, in certain situations it can 
also cause expensive damage to the engine. 

Modified vehicles utilizing aftermarket performance parts will benefit greatly 
from a TI Automotive high performance fuel pump when looking for maximum 
horsepower. TI Automotive has the right high performance pumps for both single 
and dual pump installations. When you need to replace a fuel pump on OE or 
high performance applications, TI Automotive fuel pumps are an excellent choice 
because they are engineered to match or exceed original equipment quality and 
will provide years of reliable service. 
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